
 Fall MAINTENANCE Reminders . . . 
The fall season is a perfect time of year for marinas to 
undertake those critical maintenance projects, needed 
after a busy summer season, to protect your marina and 
slip holders from the impending winter weather . . . 
Here are a couple of project reminders to consider: 
 

 Cleats – Check all your dock cleat bolts to 
make sure they are secure and tight 

 Side Wood & Rub Rail Fenders – Replace 
cracked and broken boards, and replace or 
secure any loose or missing fenders 

 Utilities – Repair or replace defective 
electrical receptacles and breakers to 
eliminate ground-faults and potential 
electrocution – Repair dripping faucets, and 
check fire suppression systems for leaks 

 Security Gates – Clean and lubricate gate 
locks, hinges, latches, etc. 

 Dock Decking – Repair or replace loose 
screws and worn boards on docks – Patch 
and seal any cracks and spalls in concrete 
decking (See the next page for more ideas) 

 Remind your slip holders to check on their 
boats regularly and secure lines 

 
 

 

My recent trip to Alaska, attending the State 

Organization for Boating Access (SOBA) conference 

in Anchorage, was a welcome relief from the heat 

permeating most of the Western 

US in late August. 

     SOBA’s National Boating 

Access Conference brought 

together a large group of state, 

federal, and local agencies 

focused on enhancing 

recreational boating and boater 

access across the country. 

     Meeco Sullivan was honored to participate in this 

important annual event, which combined educational 

programs, technical training, professional interaction, 

and new products and services related to all aspects of 

recreational boating access and facilities. 

     In the end, we all got together for a spectacular 

tour of the glaciers and waterfalls in Prince William 

Sound, and the amazing harbor and marina in 

Whittier, AK.  

     It was a great opportunity for me to visit the 

northern-most territory of the Meeco Sullivan Western 

Region, and I am looking forward to my next trip to 

Alaska (or maybe Hawaii, next). 

James”J” Mills, Western Region Sales Manager 
     

 
These new Meeco 

Sullivan galvanized 

steel docks, with 

exposed aggregate 

concrete decking, 

were delivered this 

summer to the 

Dover Bay Resort 

Marina on Lake 

Pend Orielle, Idaho  



Does your marina decking need a Fall 
treatment? Probably . . . Depends, on the 

deck material and the age of the dock. 

Making sure that small cracks are filled and 
concrete surfaces are well sealed will help 
prevent water intrusion and freezing damage, 
and prevent future cracking and spalling.  
Quality wood decks will also last longer and look 
better with an occasional pressure wash and 
water repellant / sealer application. 
Exposed metal and fiberglass should also be 
painted to prevent further deterioration. 
Meeco Sullivan’s dock materials are factory 
treated for a long, attractive, and durable life 
span, but even the best dock materials lose their 
protective elements after years of exposure, 
especially in harsh winter environments.  

James “J” Mills, Western Region Sales Manager 
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It wasn’t all bad news after the 

hurricanes in Texas and Florida. Meeco 

Sullivan had teams working the coastal area almost 

immediately, helping marina owners assess damages 

and develop renovation plans.  

     While damages were extensive in many areas, there 

was Good News at the Amelia Island Marina in 

Northeast Florida, where the Meeco Sullivan glulam 

and Ipe wood docks weathered Hurricane Irma with 

barely a scratch. 

     And in Texas, the new Meeco Sullivan glulam and 

exposed aggregate concrete marina installation in 

Corpus Cristi came through Hurricane Harvey with 

flying colors 
                                                                                                                                 

 

 

How do you build the best marina docks? 
We do it with a proven combination of new technology 
and more than 107 years of experience and refinement 

in ocean and inland environments. Available with concrete, composite, Ipe wood and other decking options, 
Meeco Sullivan docks are built to meet specific customer 
needs beginning with our quality oriented manufacturing 
process. Our glulam, wood timber, and galvanized steel docks 
are engineered to hold up 
even in the most 
demanding environments, 
providing the most 
durable value and return 
on investment in the 
industry. 

    
 

It was a busy spring and summer season this year for Meeco Sullivan in 

the Western Region, and I would like to thank our customers for their trust 

and confidence in the marina dock systems we delivered to Bear Lake 

Marina, UT; Shasta Marina, CA; Dover Bay Resort Marina, ID; Willard 

Bay Marina, UT; and our latest project at Village West Marina, CA . . . 

Thank You! 
 

Follow us on Facebook at   Facebook.com/meecosullivan, and  Facebook.com/jmills4marinadocks 

mailto:jmills@meecosullivan.com
http://www.meecosullivan.com/

